


This is the third design I have created 
for Andrew Gough. I have loved all of 
the designs, but this one stands out as 
a perfect design for him and his work. 
I also designed the logo and monogram.

project:  Website Design

client:    Andrew Gough



I have produced the advertising and official 
programmes for this event for several years, as 
well as Facebook and website materials. I also 
created the most recent logo.

project:  Logo and Advertising

client:    Afterlife Explorers



I completed all the branding for this organisation as well 
as constructing the website. The aim was to launch a 
global music contest to help bring about change in the 
world. I continue to create promotional material as well 
as developing Facebook marketing images. 

project:  Website Design

client:    Return of the Troubadour



Andrew Gough is in the process of completing 
this book and it will be published in the near 
future. I’ve known about the book for some 
time and the content is very dear to my heart, 
so I was extremely pleased to be asked to 
design the cover. 

project:  Book Cover Design

client:    Andrew Gough



I tried several designs for this new 
website, but in the end, new life bursting 
forth in the desert seemed the most 
appropriate. This is a WordPress driven 
site and I also designed the logo and 
accompanying business cards.

project:  Website Design

client:    Sue Minns



I redesigned Mick Wall’s website and the 
idea was to represent all of the subject’s 
that he writes about; the great bands; the 
music; the characters. We also inserted 
items into the design that represented 
Mick’s personality.

project:  Website Design

client:    Mick Wall



This is a trilogy of printed publications – 
large format, all-colour, softcover books. I 
designed the trilogy both inside and out, and 
also handled the printing and release, through 
Ingram Spark.

project:  Book Design

client:    Genie Poretzky-Lee



I designed the logo and the website for this 
exciting new company. The site runs on 
WordPress and features a top-of-the-range 
shopping cart and ordering system. Orders 
can be tracked and handled directly from 
the WordPress dashboard making this a 
serious eCommerce website.

project:  Website Design

client:    Kardtects



The Heretic Magazine is a digital magazine, featuring 
alternative stories from around the world illustrated 
with lush imagery. I laid out not only the magazine 
itself, but also created the website as well as the logo 
and all the branding.

project:  Magazine Design

client:    The Heretic Magazine



I was asked to create an illustration for a series of 
CDs. I also expanded the image to provide wallpapers 
and other materials for promotional use.

project:  Illustration

client:    Arcturianstar



This project involved creating a set of 
cards to accompany the book Chumpi 
Illumination. I also designed the book cover.  

project:  Card Designs

client:    Sacred Center



The previous design for this site (that I 
also created) featured a wooden portal 
which opened a window onto different 
facets of the work of the Center. So, it 
made sense to update that and build a new 
portal, but one that showed all aspects of 
the Center in one overview. The site is 
WordPress driven and it is run by Sacred 
Center’s own in-house team.

project:  Website Design

client:    Sacred Center



I designed this book inside and out, for Patrice 
Chaplin. The cover involved creating unique 
tarot cards that we could use to illustrate 
the story. I designed and formatted both a 
paperback and an ebook for the project.

project:  Book Design

client:    Patrice Chaplin



Quantum Light Center is a rebuild of a site I had 
designed several iterations for in the past, then known 
as SoulWorks. The idea for the new site was to focus 
on the mysteries of both the universe and the human 
mind, body, and spirit. What we ended up with was 
vibrant and dynamic, and that was matched by a new 
WordPress engine underneath the surface that allows 
us to do much more with the site in future.

project:  Website Design

client:    Quantum Light Center



I designed a unique motif for this client, to be 
used primarily on an upcoming book, but also on 
websites and other materials in the future. Each of 
the circles on the motif relates to a chapter in the 
book and each is designed to fl ow into the next. 
I then took the idea of sacred geometry and the 
interlocking circles further on the book cover.

project:  Book Cover Design

client:    Rev. Sh’Ari Shemoth



Patrice has had a long and illustrious 
career as an author and playwright. This 
was her first website and the idea was 
to create something that captures not 
only the spirit of her back catalogue but 
that could also be used to feature her 
upcoming book, The Stone Cradle.

project:  Website Design

client:    Patrice Chaplin

Visit the website



I was asked to layout and design this 
children’s book written by Jenny Kile. 
The illustrations are by a very talented 
artist, Tadas Sidlauskas, so I had some 
great material to work with. My job 
was to devise a layout that made the 
most of the illustrations, as well as 
creating facing-page backgrounds and 
other elements. I also devised the titles. 
The finished product was launched as a 
large softcover book and an eBook.

project:  Book Design

client:    Jenny Kile



Frances Tree asked me to create a unique 
and distinctive look and a feel for her 
Aromatherapy and Reiki business, Temple 
Tree, in Australia. I created a brochure, gift 
vouchers and a website (that is currently 
on hiatus). The name Temple Tree itself 
inspired the design, coupled with Frances’ 
love of Moorish and Indian architecture.

project:  Website Design

client:    Temple Tree



Owl Medicine is the website of shamanic 
healer and author Lisa Weikel. We worked 
together to create a site that attempts to 
capture the spirit of her work and the result 
is both beautiful and enlightening. In 2014 
we converted the website and relaunched it as 
a WordPress site, keeping all of the visuals 
but adding a lot more functionality beneath 
the surface.

project:  Website Design

client:    Owl Medicine



I designed a logo for this technology 
company. The concept behind the logo 
was to illustrate the idea of making 
software systems safe and secure from 
outside attack.

project:  Logo Design

client:    Techassure

I have worked for Michael Rosen for many 
years. This is the latest incarnation of the 
website we built together and which has 
gone through many changes over the years.

project:  Website Design

client:    Michael Rosen



project:  Document Design

client:    Oxford City Council 

I worked closely with Oxford City Council to 
produce an initial series of three Conservation Area 
Appraisal documents. The project involved detailed 
map design as well as very precise layout skills. 



Eileen Shaw needed her existing site, Absolute 
Editing, transferred to WordPress and rebuilt 
as a simple, stripped-down, yet elegant, site. 
I took her existing logo symbol and built 
the new site around those colours, creating 
a clean, responsive Theme that works on all 
devices. The result is a WordPress site she can 
maintain herself going forward.

project:  Website Design

client:    Absolute Editing



This Conference is organised by Mick Turner who also runs 
the Afterlife Explorers Conference. I’ve designed various 
materials for the latter, so it was a pleasure once again to 
design a logo and website headers for this latest event coming 
in 2017.

project:  Logo and Advertising

client:    Close Encounters Conference



I built this website for the Trust which was begun to honour 
the memory of Daniel Omari Smith. The trust aims to improve 
the lives of young people, by providing a scholarship fund for 
young adults. I created a logo, website, and print materials.

project:  Website Design

client:    Daniel Omari Smith Trust



Michael asked me to help design his book of poems. I 
created the cover and also designed the interior of the book, 
I choose a set of icons to illustrate each poem inside the 
book and also used the same symbols on the cover. Finally, 
I handled the publication of the paperback book through 
Ingram Spark. 

project:  Book Design

client:    Michael Bibow-Finucane



contact: mark foster
email: mark@artifice-design.co.uk
website: www.artifice-design.co.uk 


